1. Introduction. A semigroup S is called right stationary if for each/E m(S), the weak* closed convex hull of right translates off in m(S) = lx(S)* contains a constant function. In [18] , T. Mitchell proved that a semigroup S is right stationary iff m(S) has a left invariant mean. In this case, the set of values p(f) where p runs over all left invariant means on m(S) coincides with the set of constants in the weak* closed convex hull of right translates off. The main purpose of this paper is to prove a topological analogue (which is also ,a generalisation) of this theorem for locally compact groups. It turns out that our analogue of Mitchell's theorem is a consequence of a more general "Localisation Theorem" on invariant means which we are going to present in §5. An application of this " Localisation Theorem" and its consequences is given in §6 while the rest of the paper is devoted to proving a theorem on topological left almost convergence as well as some further generalisations of discrete theory.
1. Introduction. A semigroup S is called right stationary if for each/E m(S), the weak* closed convex hull of right translates off in m(S) = lx(S)* contains a constant function. In [18] , T. Mitchell proved that a semigroup S is right stationary iff m(S) has a left invariant mean. In this case, the set of values p(f) where p runs over all left invariant means on m(S) coincides with the set of constants in the weak* closed convex hull of right translates off. The main purpose of this paper is to prove a topological analogue (which is also ,a generalisation) of this theorem for locally compact groups. It turns out that our analogue of Mitchell's theorem is a consequence of a more general "Localisation Theorem" on invariant means which we are going to present in §5. An application of this " Localisation Theorem" and its consequences is given in §6 while the rest of the paper is devoted to proving a theorem on topological left almost convergence as well as some further generalisations of discrete theory. 2 . Notations. For general terms in harmonic analysis, we shall follow Hewitt and Ross [14] (unless otherwise stated explicitly). Let Here/~ is the function defined by f~(x) =f(x~1), xeG (2) . m is topological invariant if it is both topological left and topological right invariant. If X is a linear subspace of £,«,((7) containing the constants, X is said to be topological left (right) invariant if Topological left invariant means (TLIM) and topological right invariant means (TRIM) on such linear subspaces A" of LX(G) can be defined similarly.
For/e LX(G), g e Lx(G), let (/ g) denote the defining bilinear functional of the pair £,«,((?) and LX(G). If g e A(G), seG, the maps /s, rs, lq, rg: Loe(G) ->Loe(G) are defined by lj(t)=f(st), rj(t)=f(ts), /,(/) = (l/A)g~ */and rg(f)=f*g~ for any feLx(G), t eG. (/s/is sometimes written as s/and rffasf.) It is clear that the maps /s, rs, lq and rg are (norm) continuous and linear and satisfy ||/s|| = ||r,|| = l, Let CB(G) be the Banach space of all real valued bounded continuous functions on G and let UCBr(G) (UCB,(G)) consist of all fe CB(G) such that the map s -> 4/ (s -> rsf) from G into CB(G) is continuous when CB(G) has the usual supremum norm. Functions in UCBr(G) (UCB,(G)) are called right (left) uniformly continuous. Notice that some authors call functions in UCBT(G) (UCBt(G)) left (right) uniformly continuous and denote them by LUC(G) (RUC(G)), see for example [9] and [21] .
3. Technical lemmas. In this section, we state a number of lemmas which are needed in proving the main theorems. Most of these are quite well-known. For completeness we shall bring in the proofs.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a locally compact group, then (a) The mapping g -> (l/A)g~ is a linear isometry ofLx(G) onto itself. It is also a homeomorphism when LX(G) has the weak topology.
(b) The mapping f->f~ is a linear isometry of L^G) onto itself. It is also a homeomorphism when LX(G) has the weak* topology.
(c) For any feL«,(G), g, <peLx(G), we have (f* g~, <p) = (f,9*g) = (0/A>p~ */ g).
Proof, (a) By [14, Theorem 20 .2], we see that g-» (l/A)g~ is a linear isometry of Lx(G) onto itself. Since it is self-inversed, the second part of (a) is immediate. The assertions about the maps /->/* <p~ and <p->/*<p~ can be proved similarly. We shall describe the procedure in the special case when B is the group algebra Lx(G) with convolution as multiplication. This Arens product plays an important role in subsequent discussions. See also Civin and Yood [25] .
For/eAo(G), *eL,(G) we define /® g eLm(G) by (f®g)<P=(f,g*<p) for each <p e Lx(G).
For veA(G)*, feL"(G), we define v ®feLm(G) by (v ®f)g=v(f® g) for Let X be a topological left introverted and topological left invariant linear subspace ofLx(G) containing the constants. Then X has a topological left invariant mean iff for any fe X, there is a mean mf on X such that m¡(9 *f)=m,(f)for every <peP(G).
Proof. Necessity is trivial. To prove sufficiency, define for each/e X, Kf={m : m is a mean on L«,(G), m(q>*f)=m(f) for any q>eP(G)}. By assumption Kf^0 (since any mean on X can be extended to a mean on Loe(G) by Hahn Banach Theorem). Clearly K, is a weak* closed subset of the norm closed unit ball in LX(G)* which is weak* compact. We show that the family {Kf : fe X} has the finite intersection property. Let/,/2,..
.,fne X. When n = 1, this is clear. Assume n?=í Ai^ 0 and let m e 0"=^ Kfi. Define f=mL(fn) e X since X is topological left introverted. Let p.eK¡ and consider the mean p.® m (Lemma 4.1(b)). We claim that p.® me p¡?mlKft. Remark. For discrete groups G, this theorem is due to E. Granirer and Anthony Lau [11] and the above proof follows the idea in [11] . The corresponding theorem there is true for semigroups. There is also another version of the Localisation Theorem which is formally stronger. In fact, X has a topological left invariant mean iff for each/E X and tp e P(G), there is a mean (depending on/and <p) on X such that m(</>* (f-<p*f))=0
for any >/ieP(G). The proof is almost the same. We consider the sets K(f, <p)={m : m is a mean on LX(G) and m(^ * (f-tp */)) = 0 for any i/> e P(G)} instead of Kf, use compactness to find a mean meÇ\{K(f,tp):feX,tpeP(G)}.
Then m satisfies the condition mL((p*f)=mL(f) for any tpeP(G), fe X, and p=m ® m is a topological left invariant mean on X. For discrete groups, this stronger version can also be found in [11] .
Definition 5.3. Let X be a linear subspace of Loe(G), we say that X is topologically right stationary iff for each fe X, there is a net <pa e P(G) such that /* tp~ converges weak* to a constant function in LX(G). G is called topologically right stationary iff L^(G) is topologically right stationary in analogy to the definitions in Mitchell [18, §3] .
For any/E LX(G), define in analogy to Mitchell [18] , ZR(f) as the weak* closure of {r"f: tpeP(G)} (or w*CL(/*P(G)~)) and KR(f)={a : a real, o-l eZR(f)}.
The set KR(f) may be empty. In these notations, X is topologically right stationary iff KR(f)^0 for any feX. Theorem 5.4 . Let X be a topological left introverted and topological left invariant linear subspace of L^G) containing the constants. Then X has a topological left invariant mean iff X is topologically right stationary. In this case, for any fe X, ß £ KR(f) iff there is a topological left invariant mean p on X such that p(f)=ß.
Proof. Assume that A'is topological right stationary, fe X. Then there is a net tpa in P(G) such that/* tp~ converges weak* to a constant function ft 1 in LX(G).
Passing to a subnet if necessary, we can assume that <pa converges weak* to some mean m in LX(G)* by weak* compactness of the set of means in LW(G)*. Consider the mean m ® m on La(G). We show that m ® me K, (defined as in the proof of Theorem 5.2). Observe that for any g e L±(G), We shall need the following lemmas which are of independent interest. Lemma 6.1. Let rheLao(G)*,feLx,(G) and se G. Then h(mL(f))=mL(lsf).
=m(A(s)((\IA)g~)s*f)=m((l/A)g~*sf) = (mL(lsf),g) by [14, Remark 20 .11].
Hence k(mL(f))=mL(lsf). Proof. Let aeG and let <pa be an approximate identity in ft(G). IffeL^G), then/* <p~ ->/weak* in LX(G). By w*-w* continuity of ra, we have (f* tp~)a -> fa=raf weak* in LX(G). But (/* <p~)0=/* (v~)a=/* (0-i<pa)~ e/* P(G)~. Hence r"/e w*CL (/* P(G)~) which is weak* closed and convex. Therefore w*CL CO {raf : a e G} c w*CL (/* P(G)~). Proof. We first observe that if fe UCBr(G), then CO {rj : aeG} is a. bounded equicontinuous family of functions by a straightforward argument. The same is true for the family F= rc CL CO {rj : a e G} by [16, Theorem 7.14] . Let tp e P(G).
Then there is a net tpa = 2"21 ßtft« of finite means such that tpa -> tp in weak* topology of CB(G)*. Now /* <P~(x) = ¡f(xy)<p(y) dy = (xf tp) = lim 9a(xf) = lim 2 ßfra?f(x).
Hence there is a net/a = 2?Si ß"ra°fe CO {raf; aeG} such that/a ->/* <p~ pointwise and hence in the tc topology by [16, Theorem 7.15] . Hence f*P(G)~<=F which is tc compact by Ascoli's Theorem [16, Theorem 7.17] . Since the family F is bounded in norm, the tc topology is finer than the weak* topology of L",(G) restricted to F. Since they are both Hausdorff, they must coincide on F. In particular F is weak* closed in Lm(G). Therefore w*CL (/* P(G) ~) <= tc CL CO {raf :aeG}. On the other hand by Lemma 6.3 w*CLCO{ra/: ae G} = w*CL(/*P(G)~). But the family CO {/■"/ : aeG} is bounded. Hence tc CL CO {rj : a e G} <= w*CL CO {raf :aeG} = w*CL (/* P(G)~). Consequently tc CL CO {raf : a e G}=w*CL (/* P(G)~). Consequently lima ||(«ia)B/|| «> =0 for every/e K~.
Definition 7.2. Let G be a locally compact group such that Lm(G) has a topological left invariant mean. feLx(G) is said to be topological left almost convergent (t.l.a.c.) to ß iff p,(f)=ß for every topological left invariant mean p. on Loe(G).
In analogy to Granirer [10, Theorem III, 7] and following the idea there, one has Theorem 7.3. Let G be a locally compact group for which Loe(G) has a topological left invariant mean and C the constants in La(G). Then (a) C© K~ is the space of all topological left almost convergent functions in LX(G). f being topological left almost convergent to ß iff fe ß-l+K~. 
